June 2018

Welcome to the SwiftStack Monthly Newsletter!
Hello,
Nearing the midpoint of 2018, we see that the demand for Multi-Cloud Data Management is growing.
Our everyday discussions surround deployments that require the the freedom to move workloads
between clouds with universal access to data across on-premises and public infrastructure.
With product updates like the new SwiftStack 1space capabilities and partner engagements during this
month's Cisco Live show, we have some exciting updates for you.
Respectfully,
The SwiftStack Team

SwiftStack 1space Facilitates Multi-Cloud Capabilities
"The software vendor is contributing its core multi-cloud technology to a new open source project called
1space. SwiftStack 1space replaces the vendor's Cloud Sync, which enabled two-way data
synchronization between on-premises private cloud storage and public cloud storage but did not include
a single namespace."
Read Now

1space: Demo of Single Storage Namespace Between Clouds
The 1space connector is a container that runs in the cloud to provide a single storage namespace in the
public cloud for data.
Watch Now

Cisco Live: Orlando, FL (June 10-14, 2018)
SwiftStack, a Cisco Preferred Solution Partner, exhibited at Cisco Live! If you attended, we hope you
were able to see our Multi-Cloud Use Case workflow in action. If not, let us know and we can arrange
an exclusive demo for you.
Request a Demo

Cisco Partnership with SwiftStack
Siva Sivakumar, Senior Director of Data Center Solutions with Cisco, and Joe Arnold, Founder/CPO
with SwiftStack, discuss their partnership and the value behind their integrated Multi-Cloud solution.
Watch Now

SwiftStack Announces 1space
“SwiftStack recently announced 1space, and I was lucky enough to snaffle some time with Joe Arnold to
talk more about what it all means. I thought it would be useful to do a brief post, as I really do like
SwiftStack, and I feel like I don’t spend enough time talking about them.”
Read Now

Double up or quit, double stake or split - the storage roundup
Object Storage Open Sourcery from SwiftStack
Read Now

SwiftStack Launches 1space to Unlock New Multi-Cloud Use Cases
1space is also a new open source project, and is joined as new SwiftStack open source endeavours by
MetaSync, which like 1space, also brings new multi-cloud technologies to the open source community.
Read Now

Introducing SwiftStack 1space - A Single Storage Namespace that Spans Cloud
By Joe Arnold
SwiftStack 1space enables a single object namespace between object storage locations. This enables
application portability and freedom between clouds and on-premises. Additionally, 1space enables data
lifecycling, migration and data protection capabilities between clouds.
Read Now

Harnessing the Power of Metadata in a Multi-Cloud World (Part 1)
By Ted Butler & Chris Nelson
“Organizations of today can easily generate and persist large amounts of data, but this does not come
without a challenge: The question, “How can we store all of this data?” has been replaced with, “How
can we derive value from all of this data?” Without a logical way to locate something or to perform
analysis across a pile of data, the value of the data is lost. Metadata solves that problem.”
Read Now

Cisco Live 2018: Top 3 Market Developments Since Last Year's Conference
By Greg Govatos
"A different approach to health care data management is necessary. No longer can data remain captive
in proprietary, department-level infrastructure silos, but rather, it must be easily accessible at all clinical
touch points of a patient’s journey."
Read Now

Upcoming Events
OpenStack Summit

November 13 - 15, 2018

Berlin, Germany

AWS re:Invent

November 26 - 30, 2018

Las Vegas, NV

